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we're in a case of extreme curiosities, and the result is a
sequel to the original. but this time, liam brought in a
crew of bad-ass, heavy-hitting porn stars. hailing from
the uk, liam is well known as a creative director for porn
sites such as snatch london and west end porn in
london. he is also one of the founding members of the
uk-based colemans. tim cameron is often accused of
being a bit of a voyeur, and for good reason. we are all
voyeurs, and camerons fascination with sex, and the
way it makes men and women look as well as the way
that sex makes men and women look, is probably one of
the most fascinating things ive ever seen. theres so
much to learn from him. and theres so much to learn
from his slammin ass on camera. he is a good teacher,
he is a better actor and this is a well-made
documentary, with great performances, and some
gorgeous photography and direction. camerons footage
of liam cole is one of the best things ive seen in a long
time, perhaps even since the classic afi film guide
episode on che the elephant man (which should be as
common in the uk as in the us). he is also an extremely
good bottoming man and a fantastic cocksucker, and
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you should go and see the film and see how much hes
changed. joe barr is a great actor, and he does such a
good job of being liam, the whole truth of liam, that hes
almost impersonating the guy when he talks. its the guy
in the porn movies, and the guy in the concert videos.
liam cole isnt a bad guy, he cant really be. liam cole is a
guy who loves to be looked at, loves to look at other
guys, and loves to fuck. he doesnt like to talk about it,
he wouldnt want to hear it talked about, but thats what
his movie is about. theres a few moments where he
might be asked to talk about it, and he does, but hes
never open about it. he doesnt want to be criticised, he
doesnt want to be labelled, he doesnt want to be told
whats bad or what he did wrong. liam cole doesnt want
to be labelled as a loser, but its a great film, and liam
cole is a great fucking guy. i think thats what joe barys
doing there.
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there is a lot of fucking and sucking in public meat.
there is a lot of fucking and sucking. public meat is so
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hot, so nasty, so utterly depraved, that you have to
watch it to believe it. this is the hottest underground
porn video ever made. this is the porn that will make

you sick and then horny all over again. this is the
hottest fucking around. paul morris has created the

movie that will take you to the other side of what you
thought was real. its the closest to real hardcore that

you will ever see. watch liams jaw-dropping, ass-shaking
performances, and see what we mean! its a sick,

depraved thrill ride that is so hot, so depraved, that
youll have to watch it to believe it. public meat is the

hottest underground porn video ever made. public meat
causes sexual depravity in viewers. we call it real.

theyre calling it vile filth. paul morris gives you liam
coles public meat on a fucking silver platter. liam cole is

the most popular underground star in the world, the
most sought after wild porn director. paul morris gives
you liams public meat on a fucking silver platter. you

have to see liams jaw-dropping, ass-shaking
performances, and see what we mean! despite being

written off as a one-off, slammedproved to be just what
he said it was: the third in a trilogy of films. the other
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two tim liam colemovies (slammed, and tim liam
colesecrets) can be seen on director liam cole's website,

liamcoles.com. though liam still isn't sure where the
next tim liam colemovie will take him, he is willing to

take his career to the next level. 5ec8ef588b
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